Wheelchair Push Support
A Simple, reliable solution
for effortless mobility.

TGA Powerpack
• Easy to install
• Fits on any wheelchair
• With reverse function
• Produced in England

TGA Powerpack
Standard Single wheel

The Powerpack single wheel is mounted in seconds under any wheelchair.
Walk behind the wheelchair with your thumb on the control and push the
button, the Power Pack will do most of the work. You almost do not have
to push the wheelchair anymore. No more problems on a hill, slope or
uneven terrain;

• Easy to install
• Fits on any wheelchair
• Produced in England

The Powerpack will do most of the work for you!
With speeds up to 6 km/h and a
range of up to 16km per charge,
you have more than enough
power for most trips. This push
support is the most advanced on
the market.

The Powerpack is light enough to
take it anywhere. It fits perfect
into a travel bag and is easy to
carry in the car, bus, train, boat
or plane.

Specifications
Capacity motor						
12V 160watt
Weight without battery					
5,9kg
Weight battery						
6,5kg
Capacity battery						
12V 20ah
Dimensions wheels						
200 x 50mm
Maximum speed						6km/u
Range *							16km
Maximum user weight including wheelchair			
114kg
* The range depents on the weight of the wheelchair, the user and the type of surface.

TGA Powerpack
Twin Wheel Reverse

• Easy to install
• With reverse function
• Fits on any wheelchair
• Produced in England
The Powerpack single wheel is mounted in seconds under any wheelchair. Walk
behind the wheelchair with your thumb on the control and push the button,
the Power Pack will do most of the work. You almost do not have to push the
wheelchair anymore. The twin wheel has more traction than the single wheel and
therefore ideal for users who has to take often hills, gravel roads or slippery slopes.
With this model you will never have problems with this kind of situations...

The Powerpack will do most of the work for you!
This model has a reverse function. It
allows you to go backwards with the
same ease as you go forwards. With
speeds up to 6 km/h and a range up
to 16km per charge you have more
than enough power for most trips.

The Powerpack is light enough to
take it anywhere. It fits perfect into a
travel bag and is easy to carry in the
car, bus, train, boat or plane.

Specifications
Capacity motor						
12V 160watt
Weight without battery					
6kg
Weight battery						
6,5kg
Capacity battery						
12V 20ah
Dimensions wheels						
200 x 50mm
Maximum speed						6km/u
Range *							16km
Maximum weight user including wheelchair			
114kg
* The range depents on the weight of the wheelchair, the user and the type of surface.

TGA Powerpack
Twin Wheel Reverse XL

• Easy to install
• With reverse function
• Fits on any wheelchair
• Produced in England
The Powerpack single wheel is mounted in seconds under any wheelchair. Walk
behind the wheelchair with your thumb on the control and push the button, the
Power Pack will do most of the work. You almost do not have to push the wheelchair anymore. This model has been developed to give extra strength for heavier
users.The twin wheel has more traction than the single wheel and therefore ideal
for users who has to take often hills, gravel roads or slippery slopes. With this
model you will never have problems with this kind of situations...

The Powerpack will do most of the work for you!
This model has a reverse function. It
allows you to go backwards with the
same ease as you go forwards. With
speeds up to 6 km/h and a range up
to 16km per charge you have more
than enough power for most trips.

The Powerpack is light enough to take it
anywhere. It fits perfect into a travel bag
and is easy to carry in the car, bus, train,
boat or plane.

Specifications
Capacity motor						
12V 200watt
Weight without battery					
8,5kg
Weight battery						
6,5kg
12V 20ah
Capacity battery						
Dimensions wheels						
200 x 50mm
Maximum speed						6km/u
Range *							16km
165kg
Maximum user weight including wheelchair			
* The range depents on the weight of the wheelchair, the user and the type of surface.
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TGA Powerpack
Twin Wheel Reverse PLUS
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• Easy to install
• With reverse function
• Up to 200kg!!
• Fits on any wheelchair
• Produced in England
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The twin wheel PLUS is the latest model of TGA and can be placed under any wheelchair in literally a few seconds. Walk behind the wheelchair with your thumb on the control and let the Power
pack do most of the work. No more problems on a hill, slope or uneven terrain ...

The Powerpack will do most of the work for you!
The model PLUS is designed to give even
more power and traction on slopes and uneven terrain. This model is perfectly suited for
the heavier user.

This Powerpack features a new control system
equipped with a unique “Soft Start” system.
It has a new and powerfull 24 Volt 200 Watt
motor.

Specifications
Capacity motor						
24V 200watt
7,9kg
Weight without battery					
Weight battery						
8,9kg
Capacity battery						
2x 12V 14ah
Dimensions wheels						
200 x 50mm
Maximum speed						
4,8km/u
Range *							16km
200kg
Maximum user weight including wheelchair			
* The range depents on the weight of the wheelchair, the user and the type of surface.

Contact

Importer Benelux:

info@prestonability.com
www.prestonability.com
Tel NL 0031 (0)36 53 53 580
Tel BE 0032 (0)14 75 73 40
Do you want to try the TGA Powerpack
at home or at your dealer?
Please contact us and make an appointment
for a home demonstration.
A home demonstration if free of charge
without any obligations.

